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Convenience and fuel is emerging as one the fastest growing sectors in retail, while the way consumers are
shopping and paying for goods continues to evolve. Visa and Mastercard are losing their grip. Alternative,
even disruptive payment systems are here, with more coming. Stores also face increased competition from
other options—such as online retailers offering incredible convenience, quick service restaurants, and
grocery stores evolving to “text us when you get here, and we’ll bring it to your car.” Amazon, for instance,
recently announced its cashierless convenience store, AmazonGo, in Seattle, eliminating the “transaction”
from the process to create frictionless transactions. Consumers can grab items and bag them up, with
charges automatically added to a virtual cart connected to their Amazon account.
 
Yet many convenience store retailers are still holding on to antiquated technology. Perhaps they are
concerned about the investment or have bet big on old solutions and are reluctant to fold on them. But it
does not have to be that way.
 
Is your business considering the move to new technology? If so, there are some critical missteps you need to
avoid. Here are seven top mistakes to avoid when selecting c-store technology.



Today, consumers are used to ordering from the Starbucks app, scanning a barcode, and leaving with
their order. This is in direct contrast to entering a store, finding the items, waiting in line, and
transacting payments—though the latter is still the way many retailers operate.
 
Further encouraged by pizza delivery and drive-thrus over the last 30 years, consumers have the
expectation that stores will make it easy for them to get what they want. Payment systems and devices
at c-stores need to make the experience easier and more personal. ClickList at Kroger, where
consumers can select produce, snacks, and other items from their phone to pick up at grocery stores, is
just one example. Can your payment system offer self-checkout on the fly, support advanced loyalty
reward programs (while avoiding double discounting for complex programs), and deliver enhanced
customer service? Mobile, self-checkout, quick checkout, and personal device-checkout can make it
easier, and more fun, for customers to buy. 

1.Not Realizing How Important Frictionless Transactions Are to Your Business  



“Connected technology” is much talked about in convenience and fuel retail. It’s the idea
that technology will help retailers to integrate interesting and lucrative digital services to
make the customer experience more enjoyable, create new revenue streams, and boost
margins. However, there are major challenges in creating connected software using legacy
technologies. Legacy systems are based on proprietary code, which means only the vendor
has access to create new functionality. The result is often slow development cycles and
limited functionality (no one can do, or be the best, at everything). Newer solutions offer
modern, open software standards and freely open code to third-party developer.
 
If the functionality you’re seeking isn’t natively available in your existing c-store software,
technology agnostic applications will allow you to work with a host of best-in-class apps or
service providers to integrate directly with it. This gives retailers flexibility to choose
everything from mobile pay service to loyalty providers to create the best 
in-store experience.

2.The Solutions You Are Considering Are Not Technology Agnostic  



Running individual stores without the bigger picture of category management 
is a threat. How do you keep track of what is selling and what is not? What
about how critical a certain store is to your overall brand and image? Customer
buying habits and trends? What your neighborhood is looking for? Perhaps
people at a specific store are frequently buying bananas in the morning, in
addition to coffee—perhaps the store could do a promotion around buying
both. Or maybe no one is buying them. Are items conveniently stocked? Readily
available? These are all important factors that c-stores need to consider.
 
Margin pooling across the enterprise is a change long underway by the large
operators. Smaller operators, those with less than 20 stores, need to get on
board with the bigger picture, or risk not having need-to-have items and
possibly not being able to build a larger wallet share with impulse or 
suggested purchases.
 
C-store technology should provide access to this critical information in real
time–with trend analysis, dashboards, alerts to enable smart pricing decisions
and higher profits, and improved decision-making, anywhere, anytime
(including on mobile devices).

3.Not Seeing the Bigger Picture



Bells and whistles are nice, but in order to be effective the software you are using must be
focused on your specific needs. Is your technology provider focused on your industry?
Does the developer host frequent user-groups? Ask you for feedback? Are they continually
updating features to address specific fuel retailer needs?
 
Look for vendors that offer future-proof, open platforms that are technology agnostic and
can be quickly deployed, updated, and adapted to address your evolving requirements,
not just what is currently available today. The cloud can offer a number of benefits here.

4.Choosing Technology That’s Not Laser-Focused on C-Stores 



One of the biggest deterrents of moving to new software is
the upfront costs of also potentially having to swap out
expensive hardware. It is not uncommon for c-stores to
spend $15,000-$20,000 per location to update something
like a POS system. Then add $1,500 per year in M&S license
support and the costs of onsite visits required to upgrade
and fix issues.
 
But it does not have to be that way. With a cloud-based
software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution there is no heavy
upfront capital expenditure for software. Often these
systems can leverage existing, or significantly less
expensive hardware, too.

5.Agreeing to Costly Upfront Fees, Large One-Time
Software Purchases or New Equipment Upgrades  



Security is a critical concern in every industry. Loss at convenience stores resulted in an
average shrink rate of 1.44% or $48.9 billion in 2016, according to The National Retail
Federation’s 2017 National Retail Security Survey. Additionally, 43% of retailers
experienced at least one, and 32% reported more than one, data breach in 2016,
according to the Thales Data Threat Report. Other common internal thefts are direct
cash theft from registers, lottery process, price overrides, consumption of products in-
store, and fraudulent refunds says 
 
From theft of goods to data breaches and more—c-stores need a multi-pronged
defense. When it comes to protecting data, make sure your software offers a secure
hosted cloud solution, like MS Azure, one of the most secure software providers (with
layered security architecture, log analysis, application controls to block malicious
activity and monitoring, rapid threat response, and more).

6.
ACS Crime Guidance 2018. 

Forgetting About Security  

https://cstoredecisions.com/2017/10/06/unlocking-security-issues/
https://www.acs.org.uk/sites/default/files/acs_crimeguidance2018_online_version_hires.pdf


7.
A good POS provider recognizes that
downtime means lost revenues and is to
be avoided at all costs. Getting back on
track is paramount.
 
Look for solutions that offer 24/7 support,
access to people that can make a
difference, and proven experience that
backs it all up.

Not Ensuring You’ll Get the
Support You Need After the Sale 



Selecting the right technology provider can give retailers an edge to increase sales,
enhance customer service, and grow revenues now and into the future. Is your
technology set to prepare you for what is ahead?
 
Want to learn more about how technology can advance your business? Contact us at
(833) TLM-TEAM or info@tlm-tech.com today.

http://tlm-tech.com/
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